
The product is labeled with the signal word DANGER according to Regulation( UE) n º 12 72/2008~1221/2015 ( CLP) 
Indications of danger: 
H226 Flammable liquid and vapor. 
H319 Causes serious eye irritation. 
Safety advices: 
P101 If medical advice is needed, you should have the packaging or label at hand. 
P102 Keep out of the reach of children. 
P210 Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and any other source of ignition. No Smoking. 
P280F Wear gloves, clothing and protective glasses. In case of insufficient ventilation, wear respiratory protection equipment.  
P305+P351+P338-P310 IN CASE OF EYE CONTACT: Rinse thoroughly with water for several minutes. 
Remove contact lenses when they are present and can be done easily. Continue the washing. Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor / 
physician. P501b   Dispose of the content / container by delivering it to a separate collection point for hazardous waste authorized in your 
municipality.
Additional information: 
EUD011 Contains BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE. Do not eat.
S ubstances  which contribute to the classification:    
None in percentage equal to or greater than the limit for its mention on the label.
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VELTIA H+ HAND SANITIZER GEL
LAB0180 

DESCRIPTION 

HYDROALCOHOLIC SANITIZER GEL  
SUITABLE FOR FOOD USE 
Nº Industrial Register: 18022782 

CHARACTER ISTICSS 
Appearance liquid-Gel. 
Color Light Blue. 
Odor Alcohol 
pH  6.8 
Density  

PROPERTIES 

APPLICATIONS

HOW TO USE 

PRESENTATION 
Plastic packaging of 120 ML, 250 ML, 1, 5, 10 y 25 liters. 

STORAGE 
Keep the packaging tighly closed and in a cold place. Avoid direct exposure to the sun rays.

RISKS AND PRECAUTIONS
LABELS ELEMENTS: 

Deposit a small amount of product and rub lightly until complete drying of the product.

Ideal product for schools, hospitality offices, bakeries, hospitals, industries where daily sanitation is required.

It is a product with neutral pH , hydroalcoholic base that has a viscous appareance. Its viscosity is suitable for use 
in dispensers.

The information and recommendations given here are in our research and we believe they are correct.
Because our clients make applications beyond our control, this company cannot assume responsibilities derived from the misuse of our products. 
If you need more information, request our technical report (safety data sheets).
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